49

Introduction
50
OSNs in most vertebrates and insects get specified to express a single odorant receptor (OR) 51 from a large repertoire of OR genes in the genome and generate classes of OSNs that express Su(var)3-9 expression takes place during a critical period of OSN gene regulation.
192
To visualize the effect of these events on OR gene regulation, we returned to the Or59bME 193 reporter. At ambient temperature the Or59bME reporter was expressed in the Or59b OSN class 194 that projects to the DM4 glomerulus ( Figure 5C ). Or59bME reporter flies shifted to low for Or59bME regulation, newly eclosed reporter flies were shifted to low temperature for three 208 days and then returned to the ambient temperature for seven days. Consistent with a permanent 209 change, the ectopic Or59bME reporter expression pattern persisted the seven-day recovery 210 period ( Figure 6A ). Even after a prolonged 18-day recovery period the Or59bME expression 211 pattern was comparable with that observed directly after the intervention (Figure 6A ),
212
demonstrating that the change in gene regulation during the first days was irreversible.
213
If the critical period induces a transcriptional memory, the loss of Or59bME reporter conditions. Strikingly, the ectopic expression pattern of the ME reporter was comparable 222 between flies subjected to one or two shifts ( Figure 6A, B) . This demonstrated that the 223 temperature during the critical period dictated Or59bME expression pattern in adult, thus 224 producing a lasting transcriptional memory.
225
Discussion
226
Here, we demonstrate that OSNs transition from a deterministic differentiation that produce 
Materials and Methods
285
Drosophila stocks
286
Or59b promoter fusion and Or59b minimal enhancer constructs have previously been described 
294
Flies were raised and maintained on standard Drosophila culture medium at 24°C and collected 295 at the day of eclosion and aged unless otherwise specified. Temperature shifted flies were 296 transferred to new vials and maintained for 3 days at 14°C.
297
Immunofluorescence
298
Immunofluorescence was performed according to previously described methods. The images were collected on an LSM 700 (Zeiss) and analyzed using an LSM Image Browser.
304
Adobe Photoshop CS4 (Adobe Systems) was used for image processing. 
